
Referee Instructions 

You would have been given a referee number; the numbers are assigned to a number of sessions. 

Left Referee, Centre Referee or Right Referee.  The pages are identical and for these instructions we 

will be using the Left Referee with a code of L12345 

NOTE:- You must review all details and enter your judgement, regardless if you FAIL both the D.O.B 

and Weigh In checks as other referees (Centre/Right) may pass these. 

From the Website you will select the required referee page. 

 

 

Enter in a Session number and your Code 



 

Click SEARCH 

An athlete record will be displayed, containing all of their uploaded details. 

 

Move to the Video Storage Area field and right click on the mouse and Open the WEBSITE in a new 

window. 

 



 

Site folder will be displayed 

Move to the Photo Id file and review the file by clicking the file once.  This will open the file in 

another pop up window. 

 

Once viewed and the D.O.B. checked, move back to the Website to the Referee Verify D.O.B., from 

the drop down menu select either Verified or FAILED 

 

Move back to the Site Folder by clicking on the back Arrow and review the Weigh In. 

 



Click on the file and a Video window will open.  Depending on the speed of your internet connection 

the video may buffer (not play correctly).  You may need to press play again in the video window 

once the video has fully loaded in order to see this correctly. 

 

Once viewed and the Weight checked against the Body Weight of the Athletes details, move back to 

the Website to the Referee Verify Weigh in, from the drop down menu select either Verified or 

FAILED 

 

Perform the above actions for each lift confirming the weight on the Bar matches the Athletes 

details and enter either Good Lift or No Lift 

 

 

If you wish, you may enter any additional comments in the comment field for each lift. 



 

Once you have completed that Athletes judgement, close the Site Folder window and click UPDATE 

 

The Next Record will automatically appear, unless it is the last record.  Once you have reached the 

last record for that Session, either close the Website or select a new Session. 

 

To see how many Athletes are in a Session, go to the bottom of the screen where you will see the 

following  

 

 

 

 


